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Abstract

We present a software component architecture for supply chain management across dynamic organisational networks. The

local management in the architecture is done by existing enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, warehouse management

systems (WMS) and transportation management systems (TMS). The integral management in the architecture is executed by

supply chain engines (SCEs). These software components make up a layer of systems for supply chain management running on

top of ERP, WMS and TMS. The SCEs provide both the intelligence and the flexibility as required for the integral management

of dynamic supply chains. The software component architecture can be implemented with technology for components,

interfaces and services as available in Java Enterprise, CORBA and Web Services.
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1. Introduction

Increased global competition and demand for

greater product variety, result in the emergence of

dynamic supply chains, which need to be co-ordinated

without sacrificing their flexibility. Co-ordination

across dynamic supply chains requires inter-organisa-

tional information systems. However, rigid automa-

tion of supply chain co-ordination takes away the

flexibility of the networked organisations.

Traditional ERP systems and EDI interfaces are not

geared to supply chain management across dynamic

organisation networks [1]. Enterprise resource plan-

ning (ERP) systems provide integration for supply

chain management. However, due to their central

server and procedural software, the ERP systems lack

the autonomy and flexibility required by networked

organisations. Local systems linked by electronic data

interchange (EDI) support the flexibility for net-

worked organisations. However, EDI interfaces just

focus on data exchange, and therefore miss the deci-

sion rules required for supply chain management.

Given the drawbacks of the traditional ERP systems

and EDI interfaces, we are in search for a new software

architecture. The main question of our research is:

what is a suitable software architecture for supply

chain management across dynamic organisational net-

works? Our study has resulted in a software architec-

ture based on components, meant to support the

required co-ordination and flexibility simultaneously.

First, we will outline dynamic supply chains, includ-

ing supply chain management and networked organi-

sations. We then position existing systems (ERP, WMS

and TMS) and reveal complementary components for
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dynamic supply chain management. The software

component architecture for supply chain management

will be illustrated for one practical area. The inventory

management architecture explains the design of inven-

tory management engines and their use in supply

chains for consumer electronics.

Furthermore, we have a look at available technol-

ogy (Java Enterprise, CORBA and Web Services) for

the implementation of our software component archi-

tecture. We will conclude with the major findings of

the study.

2. Dynamic supply chains

2.1. Supply chain management

In business we face the trend of increased global

competition, which forces companies to improve

their efficiency. One of the measures for efficiency

improvement is supply chain management. Supply

chain management focuses on the inter-organisational

management of goods flows between independent

organisations in supply chains, such as raw material

winners, component manufacturers, finished product

manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers. This inte-

grative approach to planning, control and monitoring

of product flows, from suppliers to end users, aims at

improved customer service at reduced overall costs

[2,3].

Supply chain management starts when the scope

of integration is extended from internal to external

co-ordination, a stage that takes into account custo-

mers and suppliers in the supply chains [4,5]. The core

principle behind supply chain management is the

reduction of uncertainty in decision making processes

of organisations in supply chains. The co-ordination of

the management processes in a supply chain requires

information exchange between the organisations in the

supply chain. The extra availability of information in

decision making units reduces uncertainty, resulting in

better control and finally in improved performance [6].

For the exchange of proprietary information, such

as sales and forecasts, a collaborative attitude of the

supply chain partners is needed [7].

In most cases, supply chain management has been

realised by one organisation dominating the other

organisations in the supply chain. As presented in

Fig. 1. Supply chain management by domination of one organisation over others.
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Fig. 1, a dominant organisation can make use of

hierarchical control to achieve integral logistics man-

agement across organisational boundaries. The sub-

ordinate organisations in the supply chain are forced to

obey to the instructions of the dominant organisation.

The integral management enforced by one dominant

organisation is usually accomplished with one central

information system with fixed procedures, ruling the

underlying processes of the subordinate organisations

in the supply chain.

This type of supply chain management, where one

organisation dominates the others, could improve

productivity of the supply chain, including lower costs

and better quality (customer service). This results in a

better price-quality ratio of products, as required by

demanding customers. However, supply chain man-

agement imposed by one dominant organisation, does

not contribute to the flexibility of the supply chain,

which is needed to offer customers a more dynamic

product assortment. Because subordinate organisa-

tions are bound to one dominant organisation, they

can not easily change their portfolio in the supply

chain or switch to other supply chains.

2.2. Networked organisations

Another business trend is the demand for greater

product variety, requiring companies to become more

flexible. A means to increase flexibility are networked

organisations, which can continuously reform to

accommodate changing market demand. Typical char-

acteristics of networked organisations are autonomous

control, common goals, mutual trust, information

exchange, close co-operation and variable coupling

[8–13]. Organisation types similar to networked orga-

nisations are the value-adding partnership [14], the

virtual corporation [15], the lean enterprise [16] and

the extended enterprise [17].

Networked organisations apply a co-ordination

mechanism which is an intermediate between market

co-ordination and hierarchical co-ordination. Hierar-

chies and markets support productivity and flexibility,

respectively, but can hardly support them simulta-

neously. In contrast to an open market, there is some

joint commitment among networked organisations to

establish and cultivate relationships [13]. Whereas in a

closed hierarchy there is unity of ownership, power

and loyalty, in a network of networked organisations

there is no single trinity, but distributed ownership,

power and loyalty instead [18]. Networked organisa-

tions are able to couple and uncouple other organisa-

tions with less cost and time than hierarchies [11].

Hierarchies are bound to an installed base of dedicated

resources that can not be adapted immediately. It is

easier to start or end co-operation with a partner than it

is to add or remove an organisational unit [18].

To obtain the required flexibility, supply chains

could introduce supply chain management by co-

operation across a network of organisations. As is

shown in Fig. 2, networked organisations apply lateral

control to achieve supply chain management beyond

their organisational boundaries. When compared to

supply chain management by domination of one orga-

nisation, co-operation across networked organisations

Fig. 2. Supply chain management by co-operation across networked organisations.
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can also increase the flexibility of the supply chains.

Networked organisations can frequently change their

positions in supply chains to respond to changing

market circumstances. In the context of networked

organisations, new supply chains emerge to create

promising products, while supply chains for outdated

products disappear. The changing relationships of net-

worked organisations result in dynamic supply chains.

Traditional ERP systems and EDI interfaces are

not equipped for supply chain management across

networked organisations. Enterprise Resource Plan-

ning systems focus on the integral management of

processes within a company [19,20]. Because of its

central architecture, an ERP system assumes one

central organisation, but in dynamic networks there

is no central point of authority [21]. Moreover, the

procedural ERP software can not easily support

the coupling and decoupling of organisations to the

dynamic network. ERP systems have intelligence

for co-ordination, but miss the flexibility needed for

networked organisations. Traditional company sys-

tems can mutually be linked through electronic data

interchange (EDI) [22–24]. The systems and inter-

faces can resemble the network structure, but do not

provide additional functions for logistics control

across organisations. They can align with the structure

of networked organisations, but lack the intelligence

for co-ordination across the supply chain.

3. Supply chain management architecture

3.1. ERP, WMS and TMS

The fundament of a system architecture for supply

chain management is constituted by ERP systems,

WMS and TMS (see Fig. 3). These information sys-

tems can be either standard software packages with

parameter configuration or software programs tailor

made to company specific needs. The basic systems in

a supply chain provide specific functions for typical

users:

� ERP, enterprise resource planning systems:

� functions: purchase, materials management and

sales;

� users: manufacturers and trading companies.

� WMS, warehouse management systems:

� functions: receipts put-away, bin management

and order picking;

� users: logistics service providers and wholesa-

lers.

� TMS, transportation management systems:

� functions: transport booking, planning and mon-

itoring;

� users: forwarders and carriers.

A system like ERP, TMS and WMS has its strength

in the consistent management of elementary business

Fig. 3. ERP, WMS and TMS in the supply chain management architecture.
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data, such as: customers and sales orders, items and

prices, warehouses and bins, resources and work

orders, suppliers and purchase orders.

Each of the systems has its own database in which

these data are stored. The software programs in an

ERP system, WMS or TMS provide functions for the

transformation of the stored data during the course

of the business process. The users can access the

programs they need for their tasks through a user

interface.

The ERP, WMS and TMS focus on co-ordination of

the processes within the organisation. Their databases

store the internal data, the programs provide intelli-

gence for internal co-ordination and the user interfaces

give access to internal users. So, these traditional

systems are fit for internal logistics management,

but they miss the co-ordination capabilities required

for the management of dynamic supply chains. Pos-

sible EDI interfaces between the local systems enable

the exchange of information, but they do not add the

required intelligence for supply chain management.

3.2. Software components

For supply chain management across dynamic orga-

nisation network, the basic ERP, WMS and TMS

(including EDI interfaces) are not enough. Additional

systems are needed in the supply chain management

architecture to support the co-ordination of logistics

processes which are distributed over different organisa-

tions. Therefore, in the supply chain management archi-

tecture (see Fig. 4), we introduce software components

on top of ERP, WMS and TMS to provide extra intelli-

gence for co-ordination as well as greater flexibility

to cope with dynamics. The required intelligence is built

in the software components, whereas the component

structure enables the required flexibility.

The software components in the architecture are

called supply chain engines (SCEs), to express the

power they provide for supply chain management as an

extension to the local ERP, WMS and TMS. The supply

chain engines can run on the computers of the different

organisations in the supply chain. Together, the soft-

ware components make up a system layer dedicated to

supply chain management. Whereas the ERP, WMS

and TMS focus on internal management, the SCEs add

functions and data for external management to the

supply chain architecture. The software components

in the architecture can be classified in three categories,

differentiated to the level of supply chain management

supported by the engines:

� Communication engines:

� function: basic communication between the

systems (and users) in the supply chain;

� examples: data communication, message conver-

sion and flow control engines.

� Information engines:

� function: transparent information over the sys-

tems (and users) in the supply chain;

� examples: stock visibility, track and trace and

report query engines.

� Management engines:

� function: advanced management across the sys-

tems (and users) in the supply chain;

� examples: inventory management, production

management and distribution management

engines.

In the communication layer, the message commu-

nication engines, for example, support the exchange

of messages between systems using either SMTP

(e-mail), FTP (file transfer) of HTTP (web protocol).

A message communication engine is installed on each

of computers to be connected. Then, the local systems

can exchange messages through the local engines,

which pack, send, transfer, receive and unpack the

messages.

At the information level, the stock visibility

engines, for example, can present stock data from

different local systems. External users can specify

their information request via a Web browser. The

engines retrieve the stock levels from the local systems

and integrate the information in a stock overview. This

overview can be displayed to an external user or can be

imported in another system in the supply chain.

The management layer includes engines for

advanced management of the supply chain. They have

intelligent rules for fully automatic decision making

and semi-automatic decision support. For example,

distribution management engines can be used for

the integral management of distribution services

which are provided by independent organisations

in a physical distribution network. Below, we will

explain the design and application of inventory man-

agement engines in the software component architec-

ture for supply chain management.
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4. Inventory management architecture

4.1. Inventory management engines

Inventory management engines enable integral

inventory management across networked organisations

(see Fig. 5). These software components together with

existing systems in the supply chain represent an inven-

tory management architecture. An inventory manage-

ment engine (IME) is an extremely elementary system,

managing the stock level of just one single SKU stock-

point. The software components are loosely coupled to

one another in networks, in order to support integral

inventory management in dynamic supply chains [25].

The local management systems (ERP, TMS or WMS)

can be used by the IMEs to get and set stock informa-

tion. The IMEs can be distributed over several locations

and organisations in the supply chains.

The inventory management engines support integral

inventory management according to base stock control

(BSC), material/distribution requirements planning

(MRP/DRP) and line requirements planning (LRP)

[26–30]. With the help of the system variables and

system equations in a network of IMEs, integral

inventory management can be supported according

to one of these algorithms. The software components

integrate stock levels in the time dimension as well as

in the place dimension, by using extra information

on time-phased demand (order plans) and integral

inventory (local plus downstream stock).

Fig. 4. Software component architecture in supply chain management.
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For the support of networked organisations some

supplementary system variables and equations are

included in the IMEs. The software components sup-

port configuration flexibility, timing flexibility and

algorithm flexibility. Configuration flexibility is the

ability to couple and decouple of IMEs in a dynamic

network. Timing flexibility refers to coping with

different review moments and plan moments. Algo-

rithm flexibility includes algorithm selection in an

IME and algorithm transition across the engines.

These properties allow autonomy of networked orga-

nisations with respect to the place, the timing and the

type of management.

The software components for integral inventory

management across networked organisations have

an object-oriented design (see Fig. 6). An information

system for supply chain management can be built

of objects that represent real-world entities in the

supply chain [31,32]. Forthcoming objects are dur-

able, and have data and functions that naturally

belong together. An inventory management engine

consists of five object classes, each responsible for

the functions and data related to an entity type in

the system environment: customers, suppliers, opera-

tional process, inventory (stock-point) and strategist

(supervisor) [33].

The object classes in an IME are equipped with

attributes and operations which enable them to per-

form in accordance with their targets [34,35]. The

operations of an object class give the ability to provide

its functions, while the attributes give the ability to

maintain its data. The objects work together by send-

ing messages, representing a request for a service and

the response to that service request. Customers and

suppliers in the environment can again be equipped

with IMEs, but they may also use other information

systems or no system at all. If a customer or a supplier

also makes use of an IME, the same system associa-

tions apply from the viewpoint of the customer or the

supplier.

4.2. Supply chains for cordless phones

The inventory management architecture has been

tested against a network of supply chains for manu-

facturing and distribution of cordless phones [36,37].

Fig. 5. Inventory management architecture.
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A dozen of manufacturers in various countries supply

a telecommunications retailer with cordless tele-

phones (see Fig. 7). The retailer sells the products

through more than hundred outlets to customers in the

consumer and business market. Each of the organisa-

tions has its own information systems in place for local

management. Due to market and technology changes,

the network of organisations in the supply chain is

expanding and changing more frequently. At the same

time, the supply chains need to be managed in a more

integral way to remain competitive.

In the supply chain for cordless telephones there is

the need for integral inventory management across the

networked organisations. However, it is practically

unfeasible to develop and maintain the networked

inventory management with the existing informa-

tion systems in the supply chain. The heterogeneity

and instability of the local systems would require

a prohibitive number of dedicated interfaces. Net-

worked inventory management can be achieved by

application of IMEs for every single SKU stock-point.

Loose coupling enables the IMEs to combine integra-

tion and flexibility. The software components form a

system layer for supply chain management, abstracted

from the existing systems for local management.

5. Implementation technology

5.1. Components, interfaces and services

Implementation technology is needed for the devel-

opment and deployment of the software compo-

nents in the supply chain management architecture.

The technology used for the implementation of the

supply chain engines includes: application components,

Fig. 6. Object classes in the inventory management engine.
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Fig. 7. Inventory management engines in a supply chain for cordless telephones.
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interfaces of the components and common services for

the components (see Fig. 8). The supply chain engines

are the application components in the architecture,

which can be distributed over different servers, loca-

tions and organisations.

The SCEs have an object-oriented design and are

also built as a collection of object classes and instances

[38]. The objects have attributes to store data and have

methods to execute functions. Only objects with a

remote interface can be accessed by other compo-

nents. The components provide services to other

components through these interfaces [39]. A client

component (object) can send a request for a service to

a server component (object), which can send back a

response to the client component.

The software components have interfaces for com-

munication in the organisation and across the supply

chain. The supply chain engines can be equipped with

the following interfaces:

� System interfaces to other supply chain engines,

for example, interfaces between distribution man-

agement engines to support integral distribution

management.

� System interfaces to local information systems,

for example, interfaces between the inventory

management engines and ERP systems to retrieve

the stock levels.

� User interfaces to users, for example, the supervisor

(strategist) of the inventory management engine

who sets the parameters for integral inventory

management.

� Database interfaces, for example, to store the details

of a customer order in a distribution management

engine persistently in a database.

Common services are available in the supply chain

management architecture to facilitate the interaction

between the distributed components. Some common

services in the software component architecture are

[38–41]:

� Naming service: the naming service contains a

directory of logical names and technical addresses

of components. With the help of a naming service, a

client component can send a service request to

a server component by using its logical name.

The naming service provides the technical address

of the server component.

� Trading service: components can use a trading

service to publish their service interfaces with

names, attributes and types. Components can search

for available services in other components. The

Fig. 8. Components, interfaces and services in the supply chain architecture.
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trading service provides references to the discov-

ered services, so that a client component can send a

service request to the server component.

� Messaging service: a messaging service uses inter-

mediate queues for the exchange of messages

(requests/responses) between components to guar-

antee message delivery. Asynchronous communica-

tion makes that a client component does not have to

wait for a response after a request has been sent.

Publish-subscribe features facilitate distribution of

messages from a publisher to all subscribers.

� Transaction service: a transaction is a sequence of

operations in which several components can be

involved. The transaction service makes sure that

a transaction complies with the requirements of

atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability. A

two-phase commit protocol ensures that all com-

ponents commit to transaction completion or roll

back to an original state in the event of a failure.

5.2. Java Enterprise, CORBA and Web Services

Available technologies for the implementation of

the software component architecture for supply chain

management are Java Enterprise, CORBA and Web

Services (see Fig. 9). In the Java Enterprise architec-

ture, the objects in a supply chain engine are written in

the Java programming language [39,41–44].

Some Java objects of an application component

have a RMI interface, which makes the interface

available to Java objects in other components. Remote

method invocation (RMI) is a Java technology for

interfacing between distributed objects written in Java.

A RMI client object can send a service request to a

RMI server object. The remote invocation is handled

in the Java platform by an RMI stub at the client side

and a RMI skeleton at the server side. The protocol for

RMI communication is Java Remote Method Protocol

(JRMP) or Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP), both

running on top of the TCP/IP Internet protocols.

The Java Enterprise platform consists of J2EE (Java

2 Enterprise Edition) servers, which offer a range of

common services to the application components. The

Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) service is

a naming service, for translation between logical

names and technical addresses. In addition, Jini pro-

vides a trading service in Java for registration and

discovery of distributed services.

The supply chain engines could also be implemen-

ted as CORBA components [40,45–48]. The objects

in CORBA components can be written in any pro-

gramming language, like C, Cþþ or Java. CORBA

components interact via IDL interfaces, specified in

the neutral interface definition language (IDL) and

independent from the programming language of the

objects.

Fig. 9. Java Enterprise, CORBA and Web Services in the component architecture.
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When a client component invokes a service on a

service component, the CORBA platform internally

uses stubs and skeletons to forward the request and

to feed back the response. The IIOP is used over TCP/IP

to communicate the messages between the components.

The CORBA platform has its own CORBA Naming

service for name resolution and CORBA Trading for

service discovery. By IDL interfaces in addition to

RMI interfaces, Java components can also work

together with components in a CORBA platform.

Web Services refer to XML, WSDL, SOAP and

UDDI as a set of emerging web technologies for the

implementation of a software component architecture

[49]. The supply chain engines in the Web Services

platform can be built in any programming language as

long as they provide the services as specified in the

WSDL interfaces.

The Web Services Definition Language (WSDL)

uses eXtensible Markup Language (XML) to specify

what service is offered by a component and how this

service can be requested by other components [50].

The components in the Web Services platform interact

by sending messages in XML format that comply to

the WDSL interfaces.

The communication protocol for the messages is

Simple Object Acces Protocol (SOAP) [51]. SOAP is

an XML-based protocol that defines the message

envelop, the encoding rules and the transport options.

The SOAP protocol makes use of the web protocol

HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to communicate

messages between widely available Web servers.

Alternatively, SOAP can run over the e-mail protocol

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP).

The low level naming service for the Web Services

platform is Domain Name Service (DNS) which

translates URL-names into IP-addresses. The trading

service in the Web Services architecture is based on

Universal Description, Discovery and Integration

(UDDI) [52]. Server components can publish their

services in the UDDI service. Client components can

get extensive information from the UDDI service

about server components, including names, addresses,

services and WDSL descriptions.

6. Conclusion

Supply chain management can increase productivity

as a result of improved co-ordination across organisa-

tions. Networked organisations can provide greater

product variety as a result of higher flexibility of the

supply chain. In dynamic supply chains there is the need

for information systems which support co-ordination

and flexibility at the same time.

The software component architecture for supply

chain management across dynamic organisational net-

works consists of existing systems supplemented with

new software components. The local management in

the architecture is done by existing enterprise resource

planning systems, warehouse management systems

and transportation management systems.

The integral management in the architecture is

executed by supply chain engines. These software

components make up a layer of systems for supply

chain management running on top of ERP, WMS and

TMS. The SCEs provide both the intelligence and the

flexibility as required for the integral management in

dynamic supply chains. The supply chain engines can

be classified in communication, information and man-

agement engines.

Inventory management engines can make up a

system layer for integral inventory management,

using the algorithms BSC, MRP or LRP and providing

flexibility for algorithm selection, network configura-

tion and review timing. The IMEs have an object-

oriented design, with the classes based on entities in

the environment managed by the system. The IMEs

can be applied for the integral inventory management

across networked organisations in the supply chain of

cordless phones.

The software component architecture can be imple-

mented with technology for the application compo-

nents, their interfaces and common services. The

application components can be built from the objects

in the object-oriented design. The interfaces are used

to send requests and receive responses between the

client and server components. Examples of facilitating

services are naming, trading, messaging and transac-

tion services.

Java Enterprise, CORBA and Web Services are

technologies for the implementation of the software

component architecture. The Java platform makes use

of RMI-interfaces, the JRMP or IIOP protocol, and

provides the JNDI naming service and Jini trading

service. The CORBA solution is based on IDL inter-

faces, the IIOP protocol and the CORBA naming

and trading services. The Web Services architecture
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applies WSDL (XML) interfaces, communicates with

the SOAP protocol, and use DNS and UDDI as naming

and trading service.
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